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DlRICHLET INTERNAL LAYERS 

IN AN EXCITABLE REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEM 

Kunimochi Sakamoto 

ABSTRACT. In this paper we consider a singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion 
system of excitable media type with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We show 
that there exist multiple equilibrium solutions with internal transition and/or 
boundary layers. We also study the stability properties of these solutions. 

1. Introduction 

Chemical reactions with diffusive transport effects (Gray et al. [1990]), the devel- 
opment of biological structures (Murray [1989]), and many other pattern formation 
phenomena in nature have been studied by using reaction-diffusion equation models. 
In such models, the interaction and the subtle balance between nonlinear reaction 
kinetics and diffusive effects are responsible for a variety of spatio-temporal pattern 
formations. When a system is described by a two-component model of reaction- 
diffusion equations, we frequently encounter situations in which the diffusion rate of 
one (chemical, biological, or some other kind of) species is much smaller than that of 
the other. In such circumstances, singular perturbation methods provide us with a 
powerful tool to mathematically understand pattern formation mechanisms. 

In this paper, we consider the following 1-dimensional reaction-diffusion equations 
on a finite interval 

*>o,   xe(-l,l) (i.i) 
ut = e2uxx + f(u,v) 

vt = Vxx 4- g(u, v) 

with the Dirichlet boundary conditions 

u(±l, t) = v{±l, t) = 0, (1.2) 

where e > 0 is a small parameter and / > 0 measures the size of the spatial domain. 
Both of these are adjustable parameters. The reaction kinetics (/, g) is of excitable 
media type. A typical and suggestive example we have in mind is 

f(u, v) = u(l — u){u — a) — v,     0 < a < 1/2, 

g(u, v) = u — 7^, 7 > 0    small, 

which has been widely used as a prototype of (1.1). 
The system (1.1) has been studied rather extensively either on an infinite spa- 

tial domain or on finite intervals with Neumann boundary conditions. Under such 
circumstances, the system (1.1) is known to have nonconstant equilibrium solutions 
with internal transition layers in the ^-component (see Fife [1977] and Mimura, et al. 
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[1980]). These solutions are constructed by using two stable branches of equilibrium 
solutions u = h±(v) (see (H2) below) of the ordinary differential equation ut = f{u,v) 
and internal transition layers connecting the stable branches. Therefore, one can ex- 
pect that the stability of these solutions is mainly determined by the local effect of 
the reaction-diffusion field. In fact, Nishiura and Fujii [1987] and Sakamoto [1990] 
rigorously worked out the spectral analysis to determine the stability of such solutions 
and gave a local condition which ensures the stability of these solutions. The stabil- 
ity of such solutions, as well as the stability analysis itself, is extremely delicate as 
was shown by Nishiura and Fujii [1987]. Namely, the critical eigenvalues which de- 
termine the stability are very small (of order 0(e)) and the spectral analysis requires 
us to analyse a system of second-order differential operators with vanishing second 
derivative and discontinuous potential. Despite the subtlety of the stability and the 
stability analysis involved, it had been believed that the boundary conditions imposed 
on the system would not have much effect on the stability of the solutions with internal 
transition layers. 

Motivated by the above, the purpose of this paper is to study whether or not 
equilibrium solutions with internal layers are stable under the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. We will show that the system (1.1) has a singularly perturbed equilibrium 
solution with two internal layers (see Figure 4). This solution, however, turns out to 
be unstable under the Dirichlet boundary condition (1.2). Although the method of 
construction of such solutions as above has been standard in singular perturbation 
theories (Fife [1976]; Mimura, et al. [1980]), we will give an alternative way which 
employs the Liapunov-Schmidt method. The stability analysis presented in Sections 
3 and 5 improves the presentation of the previous paper (Sakamoto [1990]), where the 
basic idea of the procedure was not stated clearly. 

The result in the above cautions us to pay close attention to the boundary condi- 
tions under which a system is considered. Moreover, due to the development of open 
spatial reactors, a variety of experimental results exhibiting spatio-temporal patterns 
have been reported in chemistry; and reaction-diffusion models with the Dirichlet 
boundary conditions (reflecting the fact that the system is open) have been numer- 
ically, and theoretically to some extent, confirmed realistic and suitable to account 
for the phenomena observed (Elezgaray and Arneodo [1991]). Therefore, our problem 
(1.1),(1.2) is not only of mathematical interest, but also will be a stepping stone to 
understand differences between open systems (Dirichlet or third boundary conditions) 
and closed systems (Neumann boundary conditions or in infinite spatial domains). 
Dirichlet boundary conditions also allow the system (1.1) to have patterns which can 
not exist in closed systems. In fact, we will construct solutions with boundary and 
interior transition layers and show that these are stable (see Figures 5 and 6). 

In this paper, we assume the following conditions on / and g (see Figure 1): 

(H-l)      / and g are smooth functions. 
(H-2)      The nullcline of / consists of three pieces, C+, C_, Co, where 

Ci = {(u,v)\    u = hi(v),    vGli},    i = 0, +, -, 

I_ = (i;o,oo),    /o = (vo,vi),    I+ = (-oo,vi),    VQ < 0 < v1 

and hi(v) (i — 0, +, -) are smooth functions on /;. The nullcline of g intersects 
that of / only at (u,v) = (0,0) which lies on C_. Moreover g is positive on 
C+ and on CQ. 

(H-3)      fu (hi(v),v) < 0, v e Iui = +, -. 
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(H-4)      There exists a unique v* e (0, vi) such that J(v*) = 0, J'(v*) < 0, where J(v) 

is defined by J(v) = f£+$ f(s: v)ds. 

(H-5)      g'iiy) < Q,v £ I^i = -f, - , where ^(v) =g{hi{v),v). 

(H-6)     ffg-(8)d8 + f2g+(8)d8>0. 

+~ u 

FIGURE 1. The nullcline of {f,g). 

Under these conditions, we will show that the problem (1.1),(1.2) has steady state 
solutions with internal and boundary layers for small e > 0. Two types of such 
solutions are constructed in this paper. The first type is a solution with two internal 
transition layers. This solution is symmetric around x — 0. The second type is a 
solution with one internal layer and one boundary layer. There are two solutions of 
the second type, which are not symmetric around x = 0, but one is the symmetric 
image of the other. 

The equilibrium solutions of (1.1),(1.2) satisfy 

0 = eVr* +/(^)>    0 = 1^+0(^,1;),    w(±0 = 0,    v(±0 = 0.        (1.3) 

In order to construct solutions of (1.3), we first solve the outer problem, 

t;*x + *(t;) = o, x€ (-1,-0,^*0 = 0,   *(*) = (*-(t;|'   V^f\    (1.4) 
\9+{v),   t;€(T;*,vi]. 

For problem (1.4), we have the following: 
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it 

FIGURE 2. Profiles of symmetric outer solution (Us, Vs). 

Theorem 1.  Under the conditions (H-l) to (H-6) there exist a number IQ > 0 and 
four functions, 

xa(l)>Q, arfl(/)>0, Vs(x,l), Va(xJ)1 IG[ZO,OO), xe [-/,/], 

(i)    ys zs a solution of (1.4), ^-matched at ±xs(l) , and satisfies 

Vxx+g-(V) = Q,   .     -I <x < -xs(l),    xs(l)<x<l, 

Vxx + 0+00 = 0, -xs(/) < x < xs(l), 

V(±l) = 0,     ^(0) = 0,     F(±^(0) = t;*,     V(-x) = V(x)] 

(ii)    Va is a solution of (1.4), ^-matched at xa(l), and satisfies 

Vxx+g-(V) = 0,    -l<x<Xa(l), 

Vxx + g+(V) = 0,    xa(l) <x<l, 

n±0 = 0,     V(xa(l)) = v*; 

(in)    The functions xs(l) and xa(l) are smooth in I G (IQ, —OO) and satisfy 

r0a dv 
(0= / 

Jv* 

lim (I - Xa(l)) = 2 lim xs(l) + / 
Jo 

lim x8K.j -  . . , 

■/-   y/2S?>g+(,)d, 

dv 
l—>oo I—>oo J2$;°g+{s)ds 
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X = Xa(l)      X = l 

FIGURE 3. Profiles of antisymmetric outer solution (C/a, Va). 

where PQ G (^*,^I) is a unique solution of 

/     g-(s)ds+ /    g^(s)ds = 0. 
JO Jv* 

In terms of the functions Vs and Va , one defines so-called outer solutions of the 
problem (1.3) given by the pairs (US,V8), and (Ua^Va) (see Figures 2, 3), where 

U (   )=  )h-(Vs(X))'     Xs(l) <\X\<1,       TJ (   )=   U-(VaW),      -1<X< Xa(l), 
s[X)      \h+{Va{x)),    \x\<x9(l), 

a[X>     \h+(Va(x))     xa(l)<x<L 

The function Us(x) is smooth except for two jump discontinuities at x = dtxs(l) and 
satisfies the boundary conditions in (1.3). The function Ua(x) is also smooth except 
for a jump discontinuity at x = xa(l) and does not satisfy the boundary condition in 
(1.3) at x = I. By taking advantage of the small parameter e2 in front of the second 
derivative uxx in (1.3), one can construct two solutions of (1.3) for small e > 0. One 
solution has two internal transition layers of width 0(e) near x = ±xs(l), and the 
other has one internal transition layer of width 0(e) near x = xa(l) and one boundary 
layer at x = I. These two solutions are close, in a sense specified later, to the outer 
solutions (U8(x),Vs(x)) and (Ua(x),Va(x)), respectively. More precisely, we have the 
following theorem (see Figures 4, 5, and 6). 
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Theorem 2. Under the conditions (H-l) to (H-6), there is a constant eo > 0 such 
that for each I > IQ, the problem (1.1), (1.2) has two e-families of equilibrium solutions 
{u€

s,v
e

s) and (u€
a,v

€
a) for e G (0,eo] satisfying 

(i) 
lim|t;j(a:)-^(a:)| = 0 

uniformly on [—/, I] for j = s,a; 

(iis) 
lim\ueJx)-Us(x)\=0 

uniformly on any compact sets of [—1, — a;s(/)) U (—xs(l), xs(l)) U (xs(l), I]; 

(iia) 
l\m\ue

a(x)-Ua(x)\ = 0 

uniformly on any compact sets of [—l,xa(l)) U (xa(/),/); 

(iii)    for each 6 > 0 small, the set 

{xe [-1,1];     \u6
j(x)-Uj(x)\>S} 

consists of intervals of width 0(e) as e —> 0 near x = ±£S(Z) (/or j = s) or near 
x = xa(l) and x = / (for j = a). 

FIGURE 4. Profiles of symmetric solution (ue
s,v

€
s). 
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FIGURE 5. Profiles of antisymmetric solution (ue
a1v^). 

FIGURE 6. Profiles of antisymmetric solution (u€_a,vi_a)- 
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As for the stability properties of the solutions (ue
s,v

e
s) and (ue

a,vl), we have the 
following result. 

Theorem 3. (i) For e > 0 small, the solution (ue
s,v

e
s) is an unstable steady state 

solution of the parabolic system (1.1),(1.2). More precisely, there is a constant po > 0 
such that the eigenvalue problem associated with the linearization of (1.1),(1.2) around 
(ue

s,v
e

s) has exactly two simple, real eigenvalues pe
s and pe

a in the region Up > -po, 
and the remaining part of the spectrum is contained in the region Up < —po. The two 
eigenvalues have the following asymptotic expressions: 

pe
s = e(ps + o(l)),    pe

a = e(pa + o(l)),     as    e -* 0,     ps < 0,     pa > 0, 

and the corresponding eigenfunctions are symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively. 

(ii) For e > 0 small, the solution (ue
a, v^) is a stable equilibrium solution of the 

parabolic system (1.1), (1.2). In the region Up > —po, there is exactly one simple, 
real eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem associated with the linearization of (1.1), 
(1.2) around the solution (ue

a,Va). This eigenvalue has the asymptotic expression p€ = 
e(p + o(l)) as e —> 0, p < 0, and the remaining part of the spectrum is contained in 
the region Up < —po. 

If we denote by (ue_a(x),ve_a{x)) the pair (ue
a(-x),vl(-x)), then it is also an equi- 

librium solution of (1.1), (1.2) with the same stability property as (ue
a,vl). Since 

the eigenfunction associated with the unstable eigenvalue of the symmetric solution 
(u€

s,vl) is antisymmetric (which corresponds to translation in the limit I —» oo), it is 
suggested that there are two orbits of (1.1), (1.2) which connect (ue

s,v
e

s) with (ue
a,vl) 

and (ue_a, ve_a), respectively. See Figure 7a, in which Ws stands for the stable manifold 
of (ue

s,v
€

s). This is numerically confirmed, as the profiles in Figure 7b show. 

(«i.,0 «,<) 

FIGURE 7a. Phase portrait near (w|,vj) and (w±a,v±0). 
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FIGURE 7b. Numerical simulation of the orbit connecting (ue
s,v

e
s) with (ue_a,ve_a). 
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FIGURE 7b (continued). Numerical simulation of the orbit connecting {ue
s,v

€
s) with (ue_aJv

e_a) 
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In this numerical simulation, we used the following nonlinearity 

f(u, v) = u(l - u)(u -a)-v, 
(      \ I1-5) 

with a = 0.25, 7 = 0.25, and the layer parameter e = 0.01. The symmetric equilib- 
rium solution in Figure 7b was obtained by solving the evolution equation (1.1) with 
a symmetric initial function. Note that the symmetric equilibrium solution is stable 
under symmetric perturbations. The numerical integration was carried out until the 
profile settled down. We then added an antisymmetric perturbation to it and contin- 
ued the numerical integration further. After a short period of initial relaxation, one 
can observe the profile with a well-defined layer structure moving slowly towards the 
left. As long as the position of the left layer is not close to the boundary, the profile of 
the solution is almost identical to a translation of the symmetric equilibrium solution. 
When the position of the left layer comes closer to the boundary, it speeds up and the 
internal layer quickly settles down to the boundary layer. At this stage, the position of 
the right layer is still moving slowly towards the left, and the entire profile eventually 
converges to that of the antisymmetric equilibrium solution (ixLa,i;ia). 

To understand the meaning of Theorem 3(i) better, let us consider the system (1.1) 
under the following boundary conditions 

au(—I) — (1 — a)ux(—l) = 0 = av(—l) — (1 — a)vx(—l), 

au(l) + (1 - a)ux(l) = 0 = av(l) + (1 - a)vx(l), 

where 0 < a < 1. When a = 0, the equilibrium solution with transition layers is 
stable (Nishiura and Fujii [1987]) and it is unstable when a = 1, which we have 
shown. Therefore, one may expect that there is a critical value a* G (0,1) where 
the stability property changes when a is varied. This statement turns out to be true, 
which will be reported in a future publication. 

Throughout the paper, we use the following notation. 

• iJ0 = L2H,0], H' = iPH,0], j = 1, 2; the usual Sobolev space. 
• H^ = H2[—Z,0] equipped with the weighted norm |H|#2 = ^2j=0 \\e^d^u/dx^\\. 
• H2

DN = {ueH2 \u(-l) = 0 = ux{0)}. 
• H

DD = {ueH2\ u(-l) = 0 = u(0) }. 
• HDN e := HDN equipped with the weighted norm || • ||#2. 

• (u,v) = J_lu(x)v(x)dx , the L2—inner product. 

2. Approximation 

In this section, we construct approximate solutions to the problem (1.3) which exhibit 
appropriate internal and/or boundary layers. The procedure in this section closely 
follows that of Ito [1985] and Sakamoto [1990]. See Mimura, et al. [1980] and Nishiura 
and Fujii [1987] for another treatment. 

2.1. Outer solutions. Consider the phase plane of v" + g*(v) = 0 (see Figure 8). 
Let li(/3) be the "time" spent between A and 5, and hiP) the "time" spent between 
B and C where C = (/?, 0). We have 

iir   ■' -         dv tf)= f  1   .      dv    „ w= /" 
JO        Jo   fV    n    feWc-l-O   T^   n.  f*Wc JV 0     ^2/;* g_{s)ds + 2^g+{s)ds ^ ^2^g+{s)ds 
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V = 0 V = v 

FIGURE 8. Phase plane of vxx 4- g*(v) — 0. 

for (3 G (/?o»^i)» where /?o is defined in Theorem 1 (iii). 
The desired solution Vs can be determined by solving li(l3) + faifi) = Z. One can verify 
h'W) < 0 aild /Q' > 0 due to g+ > 0 and ^+

/ < 0. Moreover, one has 

lim li(8) = oo, lim /i(/3) = -oo, 

0 <   lim hiP) < oo, 0 <   lim /£(/?) < oo. 

Therefore, one can show that the time map Zs(/3) = hiP^+hiP) is monotone decreasing 
for /? near /3o {P > Po)- Therefore ls(P) = I has a unique solution P = Ps(l) for 
P e (Po,vi) near ^o and I > IQ for some IQ > 0 (see Figure 9). For such a choice of 
Ps(l), xa(l) is given by 

s(l) =   / 
Jv* 

dv 

^2 Jv^
l) 9+(s)ds 

To construct Va, one needs to solve 21 = Zi(/3) + 2/2()9) + feOS) =• 2/a(/3), where 
ls(P) is the "time" spent between B and JD on the phase plane of v" + g+(v) = 0 in 
Figure 8 and given by 

Jo y/2^9+(s)ds 

Therefore, arguing as above, the equation 21 = 2la(P) has a unique solution /? = Pa(l) 
for P € (/?OJ 

vi) close to /?o and Z > /Q- For such choice of /?a(0) ^a(0 is given by 

xa(/) = Z-2/2(/3a(Z))-Z3(/3a(0)- 
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FIGURE 9. Time maps ls((3) and laiP)- 

2.2. Inner approximation for symmetric solutions. In order to construct the 
symmetric solutions (TZ|, ve

s), we work on the half interval [—Z,0]. The outer solution 
U3 has a jump discontinuity at x = —xs(l) which can be smoothed out by an inner 
solution. The inner solution is obtained as follows. Consider the problem 

e2uxx + f(u,Vs(x)) = 0. 

By changing variables u = H(Vs(x))z + h-(Vs(x)) with H(v) = h+(v) — h-(v), and 
introducing a stretched variable y = (x + xs(/))/e, the above equation becomes 

Hz + 2eHxz + e2{Hxxz + (ft-)**) + f{Hz + h-,Va{ey - xs(l))) = 0, 

where z means the derivative of z with respect to y and the functions H and fo_ 
are evaluated at Vs(ey — xs(l)). Substituting the expression z(y) = ZQ(y) + ezi(y) in 
the above and equating the coefficient of each power of e separately to zero, we have 
equations for ZQ and zi: 

H(v*)zo + f(H(v*)zo + Mv*),0 = ^    y£ (-00,00), (2.1) 

+ fr,(i;*)2o(y)V;a;(i;*)y + 2H\v*)zo(y)Vsx(v*) = 0, (2.2) 

where /n(tt) and /v(t)) are evaluated at (u^v) = (H(v*)zo + h_(v*), v*). It is easy to 
show that the above equations have solutions satisfying 

lim zo(y) = 1,       lim   zo(y) = 0,      lim z1(±y) = 0, 
y—>oo y-^ — oo y—*oo 

with the convergence being at an exponential rate (see Hale and Sakamoto [1988]). 
Let Z(y) = zo(y) + ezi(y). We glue the outer solution Us and the inner solution Z(y) 
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together. Using smooth cut-off functions Co(^)> Ci(x) satisfying 

Co(^) = 1 for |^| < Co (a;) = 0for |a;| > ,    0 < Co (x) < 1, 
4xs(oo)' 2xs(oo) 

Ci(x) = 1 - Cofc) for x > 0,    Cite) = 0 for x < 0, 

we define a tentative approximation for u as 

UUx) = H(Vt(x)) [z(X + *s®)Co(x + xs(l)) + Ci(x + xa(l)j\ + h-(Va(x)). 

A tedious computation shows that (f/^, V8) satisfies the first equation of (1.3) within 
the order of 0(e2) except at the point x = —xs(l). On the other hand, the same pair 
of functions have only C1 -regularity. Besides having discontinuous second derivatives 
at x = —Xs(l), the pair (U^,VS) cannot be a good approximation to a solution of 
(1.3), since we only have 

\(Vs)xx+gm,Vs)\L~=0(l). 

To remedy this defect, we add an appropriate correction to V3. Let us define S±(y) 
by 

?-(z/) = -f r 
J(-l+xJl))/eJ(- (-l+Xs(l))/eJ(-l+xs(l))/e 

g{Ui(e8-xa(l)),Va(es-x8(l))) 

dsdt, 

pxs{l)/e     n ,„ r. -g(Us(es-xs(l)),Vs(es-xs(l))) 

g(U^(es-xs(l)),Vs(es-xs(l))) 

- g (Us(es - xs(l)), Vs(es - x3{l))) dsdt, 

and S(y) by 

S(y) = < 

We then define VQ by 

S-(y) - [5_(0) + yS-(0)\ Co(ey),    y<0, 

S+(y)- [S+ (0) + vS+(0J\Co(ev),    V > 0- 

V0<(x) = Vs(x) + e*S(^^). 

A direct computation similar to that given in Hale and Sakamoto [1988], Sakamoto 
[1990] shows that Vfi is of C2-class, and 

By using this, we define Ve and Ue by 

V<(x) = V1<(x) + V0*(x) 

and 

fx + xs(l). 
Ue(x) = H(Ve(x)) Z{- -)Co(a; + xt{l)) + Ci(z + x,{l))  + MFe(x)), 
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where Vf will be chosen so that 

V:x+g(Ut,Vt) = 0 (2.3) 

is satisfied. To see that this is possible, let UQ be defined by 

U^x) = H{V0'(x))[z(^^Xo(x + xa(l)) + Ci(x + xa(l))]+h-(V0
e(x^ 

and DVUQ by 

DvU^x) = H\V^x))[z(^^-Mx + xs(l)) + Ci(x + xs(l))}+h-'(V^x)). 

Then equation (2.3) becomes 

M^ + [V^x + g(UZ, Foe)] + Ge(V{) = 0, (2.4) 

where 

M^ = V{xx + \gu(UZ, V0*)DVUZ + gv(UZ, VfWf, 
Gc(Vic) = g{U\ Ve) - g(U^ V0

€) - [gu(U^ V0
e)DvU^ + gv(U^ VJ)]^ 

= 0(|Vie|2). 

Lemma 1.  The operator M0
e : Hl,N -> F0 has an inverse whose norm is bounded 

uniformly in e G (0, eo], / G (lo,oo). 

For the proof of this lemma, see Lemma 3.3 of Sakamoto [1990]. 
Lemma 1 implies that the equation (2.4) has a unique solution V{ with the property 

||Vic||H2 = 0(e). We choose (Ue,Ve) to be our approximate solution to the problem 
(1.3) and seek a true solution nearby. It turns out to be convenient to change variables 
in (1.3) for the subsequent analyses. By introducing a new set of variables (u,v) via 

(2.5) 

where 

DvU
c(x) = H'(V'(x))\z( 

u =Ue + u + Dv Uev,    v = Vt + v, 

x + xs(l) )Q0{x + x,(0) + Ci(« + *.(0)   + hLiy^x)) 

the equation (1.3) for the new variables u, v becomes (after dropping the underlines) 

Leu + N'v + Rl + Ft (u, v) = 0, 
Mev + g£

uv + Rl + Fi{u,v) = 0, 

H0, and Me: H^x -> H0 are second-order where Le: H2
DN -+ H0, N': H2

DN 

differential operators defined by 

L'u = eiuxx + fu(U
t,Ve)u, 

Ncv = Le{DvU
ev) + fv(U\ Ve)v, 

Mev = vxx + [gu(U
£, Ve)DvU

e + gv(U
c, Ve)} v, 

and g^ = gu(Ue,Ve). The terms Rl, i?| are residues: 

Rl = e2Wxx + f{W, V%    Rl = V*x + g(XJ\ V<) = 0. 

(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 

(2.10) 
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A computation similar to that given in Hale and Sakamoto [1988] shows that ||i?f H^o == 
0(e2). The terms Ff, Fl are higher-order ones in (u, v), and given by 

^i (u, v) = f(Ue + u + DvU
€v, Ve + v)- f(U\ V") - fu(U

e, Ve)u 

-[fu(U*,Ve)DvU
€ + fv(U%Ve)]v, 

Fi{u, v) = g(Ue + u + DvU
ev, Ve + v)- g{U\ Ve) - gu(U\ Ve)u 

-[gu(Ue,Ve)DvU
e +gv(U

e,Ve))v. 

We will show that the problem (2.6) is solvable near (u,v) = (0,0). For this purpose, 
some properties of the linear operators Le, Me, N€ will be studied in the next section. 

2.3. Inner approximation for antisymmetric solutions. In order to construct 
antisymmetric solutions (u^vl), we follow the procedure of the previous subsection. 
The outer solution C/a has a jump discontinuity at x = xa(l) and fails to satisfy the 
boundary condition at x = I. The jump discontinuity can be smoothed out in the 
same manner as in the previous subsection, while a boundary-layer correction will 
make the boundary condition satisfied at x = I. 

Let us start with the boundary-layer correction. Consider the equation 

e2uxx + f(u,Va(x)) = 0. 

Using a stretched variable y = (x - Z)/e, and substituting u = UQ + eu\, we obtain the 
following problems for UQ and u±: 

4 + /«K(0) = 0,    ub
0(0) = 0,    ub

Q(-oo) = Ua(l), 

fii + fu(ul Vaityul + fv(u
b

0, Va(l) )Vax(l)y = 0, 

u}(0) = 0,    ub
1(-oo) = 0. 

These problems have a unique solution, and UQ(y) — Ua(l) and Ui(y) decay exponen- 
tially at y = —oo (see Fife [1976]). We now let 

UZ(y) = ub
0(y) + eub

1(y). 

We now turn to an internal-layer correction. This is almost identical to the previous 
subsection. Changing variables from u to z via u = H (Va(x)) z -\- h- (Va(x)) and 
introducing a stretched variable y = (x — Xa(l)) /e, one obtains an internal correction 

Ze(y) = z0(y) + 6z1(y), 

where 

lim zo(y) = 1,       lim   zo(y) = 0,      lim zi(±2/) = 0, 
y-^oo y—+ — oo y-^oo 

with the convergence being at an exponential rate. In order to glue J7a, Uj;, and Z€ 

together, we choose smooth cut-off functions (o, d, satisfying 

Co(a) = l,    forN<-^,    CoW-0,    for|a;|>-^-,    0 < CoW < 1, 

where l^ = lim/^00(/ - xa(0), and 

Ci(a;) = l-Co(^),    forx>0,    Ci(^) = 0    for x < 0. 
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By using these, we define a tentative approximation for u as 

Ufa) = H(Va(x)) \z(X~Xa{l))(o(x - xa(l)) + Ci(x - xa(l)) 

+ uc
b(^) - ua{i)\^{x -i) + M KM). 

We define S±(y), and So(y) by 

S-(y) = - [" f \gm(e8 + xa{l)),Va{e8 + xa(!))) 
J(-l-xa(l))/eJ(-l-xa(l))/e 

- g {Ua(es + Xa(l)), Va(es -f xa(l)))] dsdt, 

[gm{6S + xa(l)),Va(es + xa(!))) 

- g (Ua(es + Xa(l)), Va(es + xa(l)))] dsdt, 

J{-l+xa{l))/2e J{~l+xa{l))/2e 

r(l-xa(l))/2e     ,( r(l-xa(l))/2e     M-xa(l))/2e 

- g {Ua{es + I), Va(es + I))] dsdt. 

Note that the upper limits in the definition of S+(y) and the lower limits in the 
definition of So(y) in the above are specified as they appear to make Se(x) (to be 
defined below) C2-matched at x = (I + xa(l))l2. We also define S(y), Sb(y) by 

S(y) = 
'S-(y) - [S_(0) +yS-(0)]Co(ey),    y<0, 

^S+ (y) - [5+ (0) + yS+ (0)] Co («/),    y > 0, 

Sb(y) = So(y) - 5o(0)Co(q/),       V < o. 

By using these, S€ is defined by 

S*(x) = S(X~X
e
ail)) + Sb(^), 

and VQa is defined by 
V0<a(x) = Va(x) + e2S*(x). 

One should notice that V^ is of C2-class, and that 

l(Vro,Sa)xx+5(^f^Oa)L-=0(e). 

We finally define V* and U* by 

V:(x) = V{a(x) + V0\(x) 

and 

c/^x) =iJ(Ke(^)) ^(^"^^Ko^ - s«(0) + Ci(^ - ^(0) 

+ /£   —   ^N 
^(-^-)-^a(0jCo(a:-0+^-(V;£(a;)), 

where V^ will be chosen so that 
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is satisfied. The remaining part follows from the same line of arguments as the previous 
subsection, and we arrive at 

Lt
au + N^v + R\a + Fla (u, v) = 0, 

Mlv + glv + J5a + F|a {u,v) = 0, ( •    j 

where L%: H2
DD[-l,l} - ^[-Z,/], ^: iJ^H,/] -> #0[-M], and M- iJ^H,/] 

—► if0 [—/,/] are the second-order differential operators defined by 

Llu = e2uxx + fu(U
e
a,V:)u, (2.12) 

Nlv = Ll{DvUlv) + fv{Ul, V:)v, (2.13) 

Mlv = vxx + {gu{Ui, V<)DvUl + gv{Ul V*)\ v (2.14) 

and g^ = 9u{U^V^). The terms -Rfa, .RIa are residues: 

Rla = c2^* + /(^a, V?),    i?|0 = ^x + giUl V:) = 0. (2.15) 

A computation similar to that given in Hale and Sakamoto [1988] shows ||-Ria||ifO[_/jf] = 
0(e2). Fiai F^ are higher-order terms given by formulas similar to those of Ff, F^ 

3.  Linear analysis 

In the previous section, the existence of transition-layer solutions was reduced to 
showing the solvability of the equations (2.6) or (2.11) on appropriate function spaces. 
The key in this setting is detailed information on the linear operators Le, etc. 

3.1. Analysis for symmetric solutions. In this subsection, we consider the op- 
erators Le, M€, and N€ with the two sets of boundary conditions 

(DN)        u(-l) = 0 = ^(0),    v(-l) = 0 - ^(0) 
and 

(DD)        u(-l) = 0 = u(0),    v(-l) = 0 = v(0). 

All the results in this subsection are valid for both of these boundary conditions unless 
stated otherwise. We refer the reader to Sakamoto [1990] for proofs of Lemmas 2, 3, 
4, and 6. 

Lemma 2. Let {0n>^n}JS=o ^e a system of complete orthornomal eigenpairs of the 
operator Le. 
(i)     There exist 6o > 0, eo > 0 such that X{ < —So, for e G (0, eo). 
(ii)   limAQ = 0 uniformly in I € (ZQ, °O). 

e—■►0 

(iii) There are constants k > 0, (3 > 0 such that 

|^(a:)|<fc|^(-a;8(0)|exp(=fct^i). 

(iv) // the eigenfunction <J)Q is normalized so that 4>Q{0) > 0, then we have 

\/l<l>l{ey - xs(l)) -> K*H(v*)zo{y),    as   e -> 0    in C?oc(-oo, oo) 

uniformly in I G (IQ^OO), where K~l is 

K:1 = J f™jH{v*)zo{y)\Hy. 
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(v)   The following limit exists. 

lim ^ = -KlJ'(v*)Vsx(-xs(l)) =: X*0. 

Lemma 3.  There exists a constant 61 > 0 such that the principal eigenvalue HQ of 
Me: Hputor HQD) —> H0 satisfies /xg < Si for e e (0, eo] and I G (/Q, OO). 

In order to solve the eigenvalue problem (3.1) below, we need some estimates on 
operators obtained from Me and Ne. 

Lemma 4.  The following statements are valid as e —> 0, uniformly in I £ (Zo,oo), 
and 5£/i > Si. 
(i)    ||jV*(M<-ju)-1||,f0_+if0=O(v/i); 

(ii) ||(M^-M)-1^5||Loo=0(v^); 

(iii) \\W(M* - ^Q^OWHO = 0(e); 

(iv)  ||(Me - M)-1^!!^^^ = Oi-Je), where N^ is the adjoint ofNe. 

We consider the following eigenvalue problem. 

For this problem, we have 

Lemma 5. Let po = min(5o,(5i). Tfte eigenvalue problem (3.1) ftas a unique, simple, 
real eigenvalue p€ in the region $lp > —po. Moreover, pe has the asymptotic expression 

pe = ep* + o(e),     where    p* < 0. 

Proof. Lemma 2 implies that the second equation of the eigenvalue problem (3.1) can 
be solved in z as 

z = -(Me - p^g^w = -{Me - p)-19e
u{0L<l>l + wi),    where    (^i, 0§> = 0 

for 3?p > — /io- Substituting this into the first equation, one obtains 

^i - P) - <(Me - pr^iwi+«;!), AT^S) = o 
(^ _ p)^, _ QN*(M* - p)-1^^! = aQiVe(Mf - p)"1^, 

where Q is the orthogonal projection onto the complement of the span of </>Q in iJ0. 
By Lemma 3(iii), the second equation in the above can be solved in wi as 

w1 = OLK^I,    K^u - Y, ^U - p)~lQNe{M* - p)-1^]""1"1 u. 

Therefore, p in the region Kp > — po is an eigenvalue of the problem (3.1) if and only 
if 

(\l - p) - <(Me - p)-1^ + K^4>1), NWl) = 0 

is satisfied. The operator K€>p satisfies the following 

Lemma 6.  The statements (a), (b), and (c) below are valid uniformly in e G (0, eo], 
I € (lo,oo), and !ftp > —po- 

(a) K**: H0 -► ^^ e (or iJ^^ J » bounded. 
(b) ||^^||Ho-0(6). 
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(c)       \\{M<-p)-W<f>f)\\H2=0(e). 

Therefore p — 0(e) follows, so that one can put p = ep* + o(e). We now compute 

AS - p* = lim i((Me - (ep* + 0(e)))-15^0./^o>- 

The limit in the last equation can be rewritten as 

limi<(Me - (ep* + 0(e)))-1 gift, ftfl) = VmdM*)-1 gWo/yftJttoM 

= lim(^,/^SM), 
e—>0 

where 

In order to evaluate the last limit, the following lemma is essential. One should keep 
in mind that ze G HpN here. 

Lemma 7. (a)    For each ip e H1, 

lim<^/vVSA/i> = K*J'(v*M-xa(l)). 

(b)    As e —> 0, the function ze has a limit z* in H1 which satisfies 

-**(-ZM-Z) - «,^) + (B*z*,il>) = K*\g+(v*) - g-(v*)M-Xsm    for^e H\ 

where B* = gJ(Vs(x)). 

For the proof of this lemma, see Nishiura and Fujii [1987]. 
From this lemma, we know 

\im(ze,M/yft - K*J'(v*)Z*(-xs(l)). 
e—>0 

If one takes I/J = Vsx as a test function in Lemma 7(b), and uses the fact that Vsxxx + 
B*VSX = 0 other than the point x = —xs(l), then one finds, by using integration by 
parts, that 

.•(-*,«» = -ftv.(-,.(0) - 'W-W + tHW-t-O. 
g+(v*) - g-(v*) 

Therefore, recalling AQ = —K^Jf(v*)V3X(—x8(l)), we have 

*    „ wrTT^<H)^H)H-z*(0)14^(0) 
g+{v*) - g-{v*) 

Taking i/; = 1 as a test function in (b) of Lemma 7, one obtains, 

-4H) + /  5*(a:)^(a:)(fa = K*\g+(v*) - g-(v*)] > 0. 

Since z* satisfies ^ + B*(x)z* = 0 for a; ^ -a;s(0, if ^("0 > 0> then 2:*(^) > 0 is 

true for x ^ —I, which contradicts the relationship in the above. Hence, z*(0) < 0 
and z*(—l) < 0 follow. Also, an easy comparison argument implies 

acosh(/3xs(0) 
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where a and (3 are constants satisfying 

0<a<    min   |S*(rr)|,    /3 >   max \B*{x)\. 
—l<x<0 —l<x<0 

Therefore |^(-OI/k*(0)l -^ 0 as / -^ oo. Moreover, 0 < V8X{-1) -> 0 as Z -> oo and 
Kxx(O) < 0 is bounded away from zero as I —► oo. Therefore for large /, say I > IQ, p* 
is negative (see Figure 10). The simplicity of the eigenvalue in Lemma 5 can be proved 

FIGURE 10. Profiles of z* and Vsx. 

in a manner similar to Sakamoto [1990] by using Lemma 4 (iv). This completes the 
proof of Lemma 5. In the next section, we will show the solvability of the equation 
(2.6) via the method of Liapunov-Schmidt. 

3.2.  Analysis for antisymmetric solutions.    Since the analysis for antisymmetric 
solutions is almost identical to that of symmetric solutions, we will not repeat the 
details. We will also use frequently the same symbols as in the previous subsection to 
represent objects which have an apparent counterpart there. 

We consider the following eigenvalue problem 

2$(:Mri- «H.O, 
with the boundary condition 

w(±l) = 0 = z(±l). 

In this subsection, we prove the following. 

(3.2) 
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Lemma 8. There exists a po > 0 such that the eigenvalue problem (3.2) has a unique, 
simple, real eigenvalue pe in the region 5Rp > —po. Moreover, pe has the asymptotic 
expression 

pe — ep + 0(e),     where   p < 0. 

The operators Z^, M^, and N^ have properties similar to those for Le, etc., and 
the operator Le

a has one small eigenvalue (of order 0(e)). The boundary layer in the 
antisymmetric solutions does not contribute to introduce a small eigenvalue of Le

a. 
Following the same line of arguments as in Section 3.1, one arrives at 

AS - p = lim -{{Ml - {ep + o(e)))-1«, tJl), 
e—►() e 

where AQ = — K^ J,{v*)Va{xa{l)). The limit in the last equation can be rewritten as 

limi{(M^ - (cp + ofe)))-1^/^) = VmWZ)-1 glty&m/VQ 
e—>-0 6 e—»0 

=:lim{z<,m/V~e). 
e—>0 

In order to evaluate the last limit, the following lemma is essential. 

Lemma 9. (a)    For each ip 6 ^[-l,I], 

lim(^f^yV~e) = K.J'(v*)fKxa(l)). 
e—^0 

(b)    As e —> 0; the function z€ has a limit z* in H1 which satisfies 

4(l)m - <(-lM-l) - «^x) + (B'zW) = KMv*) - g-(v*)Mxa(l)), 

for ip e H1 where B* = gJ(Va(x)). 

From this lemma, we have 

lim(^,/^M> = ^J'(t;*)^(a:a(0)- 
e—^0 

If one takes ip = Vax as a test function in Lemma 8(b), and uses the fact that Vaxxx + 
B*Vax = 0, then one finds, by using integration by parts, that 

Z   (Xa(l)) = -K*Vax(xa(l)) +  g+(v*) - g_(v*) • 

Therefore, recalling AQ = -K%Jf(v*)Vax(xa(l)), we have 

p = -K*Jf(v*) [z*x(l)Vax(l) - z*(-l)Vax(-l)} /\g+(v*) - g_(v*)]. 

Since z*(l) > 0 and Vax(/) < 0 are bounded away from zero as / -* oo, while z*(-l) < 
0, Vax(—l) > 0, go to zero as / —> oo, p is negative for large Z, say / > IQ (see Figure 11). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 8. 
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FIGURE 11. Profiles of 2* and Vax. 

4. Proof of existence 

We rewrite equation (2.6) as 

CeW + R€ + Fe(W)=0, 

where 

(4.1) 

£6 = W = R€ = -(m 
0 v    /     \Fi(u,v)l 

Prom the main result in the previous section, we know that the operator £€ has a 
critical eigenvalue pe with an associated eigenfunction 

$e *i\_( VtiPo + K^^} 
$S -(Me -l/.e 5^*! 

and that the remaining part of the spectrum of £e is bounded away from zero uniformly 
in e S (0, eo]. If we denote by Pe the projection onto the span of $e in H0 x H0 and 
decompose W as W = a$e + Wi, $e J. Wi, then the equation (4.1) is equivalent to 

ape + 
\$%oxHo 

{Re + F€(a& + Wi),$6) =0, 

CeWi + (I - Pe)[Re + Fe{a$e + Wi)] = 0. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

The last equation (4.3) is solvable in Wi as Wi = Wf (a). Substituting this into the 
equation (4.2), and dividing by e, we obtain a scalar equation B(a,e) = 0 in a and e, 
where 

B(a, e) = ape + 
6ll$€||2n „ 

(i?e + Fe(a$€ + W1
e(a)),^e) (4.4) 
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with pe = pe/e. The solvability of the scalar equation (4.4) will prove Theorem 2. 
The principal parts of 1^(0) and DaWi(0) are respectively given by 

w^(o) * -(>c€)-1(/ - pe)i?e,   2)aw7(o)« -OCTV - P^^^CW^CO))*
6
. 

Since ||-Re||H0xi/0 = 0(e2), one easily finds that 

\\Wm\\H>xH' = 0(e2),     ||I?a^ie(0)||ff?x^ = 0(e5/2). 

Using these together with ||<l?e||ffox#o = 0(y/e), one can compute the following limits: 

limB(0)e) = 0,     lim DaB(0, e) = p* < 0. 

Therefore, using the implicit function theorem, one obtains the solvability in a of the 
equation B(a, e) = 0 as a = a(e) with a(e) = 0(v/e). 

If we denote the u- and t'-components of a(e)$€ + W/f(a(e)) by wf and v{, respec- 
tively, then the desired solution (^,v|) in Theorem 2 is given by 

ue
8 = Ue + DvU

evi + wf,    ve
s = Ve + vl (4.5) 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2 for the symmetric solution. The proof of 
Theorem 2 for the antisymmetric solution is exactly the same as above by using the 
results of Subsection 3.2, and hence will not be repeated. 

5.  Stability analysis 

In this section, we analyse the stability property of the symmetric solution obtained in 
the previous sections. The arguments here are almost identical to those of Section 3. 
We consider the eigenvalue problem 

gl d2/dx2+gl '2 7^2   ,   „e  M „, J  = P I „, i ' l5'1) 

with the boundary conditions u(±l) = 0, v(±l) = 0, where /^, etc., are evaluated at 
(u,v) = (ue

s,v
e

s). Because the functions /^, etc., are even, all the eigenfunctions are 
either even (symmetric) or odd (antisymmetric). Therefore one is allowed to consider 
the problem on the half interval [—Z,0] by examining equation (5.1) with the two sets 
of boundary conditions (DN) and (DD) which appeared in Section 3.1. 

As was done for the existence proof, we change variables in the above equation by 

u = DvU
ez -fiu,    v = z. 

The resulting equation for (w, z) is 

£E)(:)-'GT)(;). 
where the operators Le, Me, and N€ are given by the same formulae as in Section 2, 
but with the derivatives of /, g evaluated at (w, v) = {ue

s, v
e

s). All the results in Section 
3 concerning these operators are valid for those in this section. Therefore the second 
equation in (5.2) can be solved in z, and substituting this into the first, we obtain 

a{\l -p)- ((M* - py^^l + «;!), {K - pDvU
e)<t>h) = o, 

(Le - p)wx - Q{N* - pDvU
e)(Me - pmwi = ^Q(N' - pDvU')(M' - p)"1^^. 
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Since DvU
e is bounded by a constant independent of e, there is a positive constant 

6 such that if |p| < 6 then1 the second equation in the above is solvable in wi as 
wi = aK^p(j)l. Substituting this into the first equation, we obtain 

(AS - p){l - <(Me - py^Ml + ^^5), Dvu*4ti] 

= <(Me - pJ-^iWo + ^e,^o), /^o>- 

Arguing as in Section 3, one finds that p = 0(e).   Therefore, with p = epj + 0(e), 
j = s,a, one finds 

\* - p* = lira -((Me - (ep* + 0(e)))-19^, ftfl),    j = s, a. J      e—*-o e 

The symmetric case (j = s) is exactly the same as in Section 3, therefore 

.   _ K.J'iv*) [z*(-l)Vsx(-l) + z*(0)Vsxxm      0 
Ps~ [g+(t;*)-^-^)] 

FIGURE 12. Profiles of z* and ysx. 

In order to examine the antisymmetric case (j = a), we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 10. (a)    For each I/J e H1, 

6—>0 

(b)    Let ze
a = {Me)~lge

u ^o/v^ with the boundary condition (DD). ,4s e -^ 0, the 
function ze

ahas a limit z* in H1 which satisfies 

^(0)^(0) - ^(-0^(-0 - <C^> + (B*^' ^ = ^fo+K) - fl-(t;*)]^(-a:a(0), 
1If |p| > ^5 

then an argument in Nishiura and Fujii [1987] shows that 3fy> < -pi for some pi > 0. 
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for ip eH1, where B* = gJ(Vs(x)). 

From this lemma, it follows that 

AS - pa - limizUWyVe) = K*J'(v*)4(-Xs(l))- 
e—>0 

If one takes ^ = Vsx as a test function in the above, one finds 

zZ(-xa(l)) =-K+Vax(-xa(l)) ■ 
g+(v*) -g-(v*)' 

Therefore 

pa = K*J {V  ) T-^T -;—, 
9+(v *)-g-(v *) 

which is positive since Jf(v*) < 0, z*(—I) < 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 
3(i) (see Figure 12). The proof of Theorem 3(ii) is the same as that of Lemma 7 in 
Subsection 3.2. 
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